WHAT IS ISLAMIC SPIRITUALITY? HOW TO BE A FRIEND OF GOD.

• CEMALNUR SARGUT

MARCH 20, 2012 @ 5:30 PM • NELSON MANDELA AUDITORIUM - FEDEX GEC

CEMALNUR SARGUT - SUFI TEACHER

Cemalnur Sargut is the President of the Turkish Women's Cultural Association, Istanbul (TURKKAD). Under her leadership TURKKAD works to organize international symposiums and address a wide range of people who would like to apply solutions to today's problems in the Sufi view that knowledge is a state to be practiced and worship is a journey toward Love. Ms. Sargut has been the driving force behind the establishment of Islamic Studies Chairs at UNC and Peking University.

www.cemalnur.org

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

CO-SPONSORED BY CAROLINA CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE MIDDLE EAST AND MUSLIM CIVILIZATIONS